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People who like to live big gravitate naturally to the next-
generation Ford Ranger® pickup. It has what they need to 
succeed in the wild and the world at large.

This is our smartest, most capable, 
most versatile Ranger truck ever.

Designed for over 180 countries, this is the midsize pickup 
truck the world turns to for work, family and fun. Let the 
adventures begin.

XLT. Blue Lightning. Available equipment.
Vehicle imagery throughout this brochure may be computer-generated  
and may include available and aftermarket equipment.

NEXT GENERATION
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FOR A PURPOSE - DRIVEN LIFE
The Ford Ranger® pickup is a natural-born worker with best-in-class1 towing, payload and engine.
The enhanced towing and impressive payload capabilties of the Ranger brand are improved by a raft of available new driver-
assist technologies. It has also undergone global testing from sub-zero to -50° Celsius temps to make sure it’s robust, rugged 
and capable. Plus, the high-strength-steel frame and steel body ensure the next-generation Ranger truck is Built Ford Tough.® 
And when it comes to versatility, the Ranger pickup offers integrated rear bumper steps and a wider load box that easily 
accommodates Euro-sized pallets and a tailgate workbench to help make tasks easy.

WILDTRAK.™ Luxe Yellow. Available equipment and accessories.
1. Class is Midsize Pickups.



WILDTRAK.™ Ebony leather-trimmed vehicle seating. Available equipment.

1. Don’t drive while distracted or while using handheld devices. Use voice-operated systems when possible. Some features may be 
locked out while the vehicle is in gear. Not all features are compatible with all phones. 2. Requires phone with active data service and
compatible software. SYNC 4 does not control 3rd-party products while in use. 3rd parties are solely responsible for their respective 
functionality.3. Available Qi wireless charging may not be compatible with all mobile phones. 4. Availability varies by market.

Available Selectable Drive Modes

Instrument Panel Pull-Out Cupholder

Available 12.1" Touchscreen

Wireless Charging Pad3

 REAL-WORLD TECH
The Ford Ranger® pickup is equipped with next-level, personalized technology.
Take voice-activated SYNC® 41 with wireless Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ compatibility.2 Navigate 
and control your apps on the available 10.1" or 12.1" touchscreen1 or by using simple voice commands. This 
large integrated touchscreen puts control at your fingertips, while a new digital instrument cluster lets 
you customize the information you want to see. The available Selectable Drive Modes work effortlessly for 
on-the-fly confidence over all terrains. Plus, the available Dual-Zone Climate Control separates cabin temps 
for driver and front passenger, while available wireless charging3 allows you to charge your compatible 
smartphone without using a cable.

A Connected Experience4

Enabled by an embedded  
modem, Ranger is packed with 
smart functionality. Control it all 
with your voice, phone or available 
10.1" or 12.1" touchscreen.



XLT. Blue Lightning.

 TERRAIN MADE EASY
The Ford Ranger® pickup was built for more than just a well-paved  
road. The new available Selectable Drive Modes feature gives you the 
freedom to optimize performance on a variety of road surfaces and 
conditions.1 Feel free to move outside the lines.

WILDTRAK.™ Luxe Yellow.
Performed by professional driver.

1. Always consult the Owner’s Manual before off-road driving, know  
your terrain and trail difficulty, and use appropriate safety gear.
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